
The buyer has evolved and so must you. 



Marketing has changed over the past 10 years. 

Todays buyers research online, long before the decision to buy 
happens, they are in total control of the purchasing journey 
and there is little room for you to have any opportunity to engage 

until the buyer is closer to making a choice. 

You can no longer depend on the same website content or 
intrusive methods to attract and nurture leads. 



You are no longer just one of the crowd

You are trusted

Establish Expertise

Once you are regarded as an expert in your 
field then business will gravitate to you

Expertise is established over time 
& involves having multiple touch 

points with your prospects.



2 new 
members 
every second

LinkedIn Facts

433
Millions users 
world wide

128 milllion in US, 
20 million in UK 

& 
1 million in Ireland 
( but we are catching up )

22% 
of CEO use 

LinkedIn 
Regularly

35%
of users 

logon daily

41%
of millionaires are 

on LinkedIn

2
new members 
every second



Very successful generating leads for B2C clients on 
Facebook for years

I turned €900 into €45,000 in one month for a Dental 
Practice Owner 

Launched a new training college for €1000 on FB and 
Filled it for 3 months and generated €50,000 in revenue

Advanced Social Media Strategist, Consultant, Trainer 
and keynote speaker

A little about me



4 Pillars of LinkedIn

A trusted system that will get establish you as an expert 

Laser focused 
connections

Personal 
Communications

Establish 
Expertise

Direct 
Messaging

four Pillars



Establish Expertise

2. Headline

What you do or a problem you solve Mention 
Group you founded. Can be up to 120 
characters long. Use Keywords in Your 
Headline

1. Photo

Don’t use a selfie, your company logo, you 
and your furry friend, etc

Do not be afraid to change your profile to 
support your current marketing goals

3. Summary

Include Strong & Clear Call to Action social proof, 
some useful information or something new or 
interesting about yourself

Optimize Your Profile / Turn View into Connections



Laser Focused Connections

LinkedIn Advanced Search

• Job Title

• Company Sector

• Company Size

• Company Location

• 1st or 2nd connections 

or LinkedIn Groups

It should be no surprise that LinkedIn advanced search is structured just as you would describe your 
idea business customer. After all it is a business social media platform.

Always use Premium account as this gives us access to Company size and delivers a larger result set



Save Your Search

Laser Focused Connections



Say No to LinkedIn Scripts

They scream 

“I really can't be bothered”

When direct messaging people be friendly, 
nice and not boring.

You need to write you own scripts that feel 
like a one to one conversation & not a 
broadcast to hundreds or thousands.

A challenge when you are going to be 
sending out thousand of messages.

Personal Communications

“I'd like to add you to my professional network on LinkedIn.
- John McGarry “

Default LinkedIn Connection Script



Laser Focused Connections

Join LinkedIn Groups

Join LinkedIn Groups where your 
prospects might hang out

People make the mistake of only 
joining groups that interest them and 

not the client

This will help your search provide 
better results.



Create your own Group

“Well they must be an expert if he or she wrote the book on the topic”

It’s the same with starting a LinkedIn group.

LinkedIn group is based on your client NOT you 
so if you are selling Adhesives to the food packing industry your group is 

about the Food Packaging Industry

Invite all of those you have connected with to join your group

Author = Authority



Establish Expertise

• Status Updates posted DAILY in the 
LinkedIn Newsfeed

● Post into the groups you have joined

● Regular posts into the Group you have 
created and run.

Bring information that is useful to the 
attention of your potential clients through

All of this will ensure your prospects have many many chances to 
see your name associated with content that is useful to them.



Content Curation

• feedly.com

• Scoop.it

• Storify

• Swayy

• Sniply

It doesn’t have to be original content, 
it just has to be news worthy and relevant 

to your potential customer

http://www.scoop.it/
https://storify.com/
http://www.swayy.co/
http://snip.ly/


Lets recap

Current situation is cold but highly relevant 
prospect list on LinkedIn are now people who

• Connected to you.

• Have seen your name and headline many times 
and each time associated with info that they 
useful and interesting

• Members of a group you have founded and have 
hopefully been part of discussions in that group.

• They have not met you but they see you as a 
trusted expert in their business sector.



Direct Messaging

It’s time to move your relations to a new level
Take your relation with your prospects off-line

Now is the time to look for a phone call with your prospects.

We use LinkedIn Direct Messaging Facility to ask prospects 
to schedule a call with us



Direct Messaging

All of the work done up to this point will position this request for a call 
as NOT A COLD CALL from an unknown salesman looking to sell but as a 

request to chat from a known respected expert 
who has already provided value.

Success rates for this request are high

Hi Paul ,
I hope business is good with you. We have been connected 
on LinkedIn for  a while now. Online is great but  I like to 
get to know my linkedIn connections offline. Would you be 
good for a chat on the phone , say next Tuesday 15th

between 10 and 12.
Take Care
John



Direct Message Campaign Structure

Our direct messaging Campaign is 
usually made up of:

5 messages  
with a gap of 2 – 3 weeks 
In-between each message

5 messages

1. thanks for 
connecting 

2. links to 
useful info 

in the group

3. links to 
useful info 

in the group

4. is request 
to get on 

the phone 

5. sent if 
prospect did 
not respond 

6. Start new 
prospecting 

search



You need a system

Spend just 30 minutes a day and we will

Thousands use this system everyday for success and so can you



Download slides from our website on

Webworks.ie/007ideas-slideshow

Sign up for our free LinkedIn Masterclass on

webworks.ie/LinkedIn+Marketing

Hook up with me on LinkedIn

www.linkedin.com/in/mcgarryjohn

http://webworks.ie/LinkedIn+Marketing
http://www.linkedin.com/in/mcgarryjohn

